
What blocks us

Knowledge of what is
available, lack of data 

Us????

Preaching to the choir / 
trageting different

groups

Lying about impact ….!

Design vs sustainable
m????

Less amount of 
interactivityLack of guts

Less hands on

Cooperate with big
companies

Actionable vs preachy

Climate fatigue vs 
knowledge level

Exhibitable ? Event ?

Adress big compagnies 
vs activism

Visitor as a criminal

Funders vs content 
(governmental)

Money? 

Objects … not so shiny


Children changing
behaviour

Eurocentric / empathy?

Finding the right 
suppliers

Impress vs modify
behavior

Individual vs system

Law and public tenders

Lack of knowlegde

Travel : cool +sturdy ?

Content

Approach

Praticalities

Context

Visitors



The exhibition in 
the future would
be on «how we

overcame
climate

change?» > all 
problems are 

gone ;-) 

Immersive dark room piling
up the bad things of the past

and feel them

The 
museum is a 

forest

From local to global and back 
again via immersive experiences Showcase new 

technology that
counters CO2 > 
carbon negative

exhibition 

Sensory
experience

Play in the 
forest

(climbing
trees, mud, 

fruit bushes)

Bottom up 
experience –
start in the 

underground 
and end in an 

treehouse
General motto: 
NEVER AGAIN!

Recognition people make
mistakes – no shame, learn

from mistakes by being
open 

Starts dark gets brighter ends 
up with meditation and comfort

+ cuddle corner 

Conclude
with

playfulness
and 

imagination

Use time machines to peek into the future (of 
course CO2 neutral)

Large focus on 
collaborative experiences

Inclusive

Exhibition has a clear
agenda and is

emotionally charged

Dynamic like a forest, grows
and can change flexibly

(Optional) 
opportunities for 

human
interaction

Discuss new 
technologies

Exhibition is in a 
country with universal

basic income, so
plenty of volunteers

for co-creation and to 
staff/facilitate

Using out-dated
objects and pictures

of the past

Free access for 
everybody

Not to be too
perfect ! We
need facts

Means & Resources

Focus

Format  

Future narratives: How to tell stories about the future?



The rhizome (biobased, 
interconnected, sort of)

Abandonned: we leave the 
planet and start museums in 

the universe

Plastic world immortal: 
we've used so much plastic 
that we've become plastic 

and don't die anymore

Biomimicry: we use nature to 
shape exhibitions

Reverse evolution

Collapse: we didn't succeed
in solving the crises and 

museums have chosen one 
collection item to protect

with their lives

Archipel of people: no more 
museum, explainers go to 

communities to engage 
people in the topic

Complete AI takeover: we go 
into the matrix and only have 

exhibitions as virtual
immersive experiences

Museum street – going
outside, museum is in the 

street, peopld display things
from their windows

Diversity community based
future

Psychedelic future: 
everyone's on mushrooms
and loves each other and 

there's no more war

The Empty exhibition: we
leave all spaces empty and 
people's imaginitive skills

have increased so much they
can just 'imagine' the 

exhibition



No more walls or bricks, 
relocate outside through
people (uber explainer

with silly hats going
around the city)

Creating solutions and exhibits, 
the museum is made on the spot 

by visitors through
experimenting

No new materials used, 
recreation and 

repurposing

Eveything is / can be
ugly

Biking facility, where
possible to create own
bike, located in parking

Last fossil fuel barrel > 
extinct technology
gallery, displayed

angkhor vat style  (keep
collections)

Energy – use of new 
technology (produce
own hydrogen), use 

tokamak 

Organizational structure 
: free, business model 

that matches our ideals, 
no shop, no capital 

project

It smells good / more 
nature

Visitors are empowered
to create their own

future

Section on bicycles, then
try them out and go 

around the city

Espace room putting 
visitors in danger to 

reflect the perile

Giant interactive representing
the instability of the world, like

a jenga tower that can break 
down at any point depending on 

actions of visitors

Not having a museum
anymore, we are where it

matters

Outside

Content

interactivity

Business model  

Design
Making and 
collaborating



Challenges between museum
and centres

Include people with
accessibility problems in the 

making process

The low cost of renewable
energy has lifted many more 

ouf ot poverty that we
thought possible

A place to discuss

A worldwide problem

Work with kids and 
teenagers

How the science centre 
world helped avert climate

change

Tell the story of how 
exxon/mobile became the 

world biggest manufacturer 
of wind turbines 

Create positive bubble of 
new solutions

Tell the story for kids how in 
2020 people almost killed

our word and what avoided
it to happen

Make fun of bad company
behavious

Presenting the worst

Making companies ridiculous

Cooperation vs competition
like a game

A forum where people like to 
spend their time 

Initiatives 
linked

Museums are 
connected

together like
mushrooms

Public 
connected

through
museums

Optimistic

networks

Discussion

The badThe good
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